CASE STUDY

FEATURING AN INDEPENDENT OIL AND NATURAL GAS COMPANY
BUSINESS SCENARIO

An independent oil and natural gas company focused on the acquisition, exploration,
development, and production of oil, natural gas, and NGL properties primarily in
the Eagle Ford Shale and North Louisiana sought to increase efficiencies for larger
projects without increasing staff size. Before purchasing P2 iLandMan, the company
was using a combination of Excel spreadsheets and other software to maintain leases.
Their core problems:
•

The speed of entry of each lease into the system

•

The inability to access accurate gross and net acre numbers because of a
delay in getting data entered

•

The inability to have multiple users entering data

•

The inability to tie that data to a mapping system to print maps based on
custom reports

BUSINESS OUTCOME

Through P2 iLandMan, the company’s land management team can now have
multiple people entering data, which has greatly increased their ability to keep
land data much more current. P2 iLandMan significantly increased efficiencies and
provided a way to maintain larger projects without increasing headcount.

RESULTS

After implementing P2 iLandMan, the company can now keep up with the number
of leases and associated contracts that come in on a daily basis. The software has
brought on efficiencies, faster data entry, and more real-time, accurate land maps.

WHY P2 ILANDMAN?

P2 iLandMan is a web-based SaaS solution that manages the entire land lifecycle
from acquisition and lease management through revenue calculations and divestiture.
P2 iLandMan is an industry-leading, cost-effective land software that allows for
the seamless sharing of data across domains and applications enabling process
automation, early mapping to make quicker decisions, and better data management.

The cost to use P2 iLandMan is very reasonable. The best thing we have seen is the willingness of P2
iLandMan’s programming group to listen to our suggestions and incorporate them into our system.
When our system has not provided the ability to maintain data that we need, or generate the type
of report we need, P2 iLandMan has made the necessary additions or changes. It has allowed us to
pivot as our needs evolve. – VICE PRESIDENT OF LAND AND LEGAL
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